
  

 

 

14 key issues you should con
address the security of your cloud services

 Regarding compliancy

1. Does the Cloud solution let you define all security configurations for a specifi
service at your glance (

2. Does the solution provide guidance for each configuration
3. Does the solution monitor these configurations in real time

 
Regarding ease of use
 

4. In the event of change in your cloud service configuration, does the solution reset 
the configuration to the defined preference?

5. Does the solution require the deployment of any hardware, software or agents 
(Saas vs on premise 

6. Is the solution in line
 

 Regarding breach detection and risk prediction
 

7. Does the solution let you define threat scenarios that are
environment (such as the

8. Does the solution 
proprietary sources

9. Can the solution detect malicious activity (i.e hackers infiltrating clo
using compromised credentials

10. Does the solution asset risks based on anomalous user and application 
11. Does the solution provi

 
 Regarding SLA and Response Time

 
12. Does the solution 

events are tracked
13. Does the solution provide built

remediate incidents
14. Does the solution easily integrate with other security 

 
   

Need more advices? Contact our Expert Team

 

 

     The 

should consider before selecting a 
he security of your cloud services. 

ompliancy 

Does the Cloud solution let you define all security configurations for a specifi
service at your glance (with a single click)?  
Does the solution provide guidance for each configuration? 
Does the solution monitor these configurations in real time? 

of use 

In the event of change in your cloud service configuration, does the solution reset 
the configuration to the defined preference? 
Does the solution require the deployment of any hardware, software or agents 

s on premise solution?) 
in line with your Internet traffic? 

Regarding breach detection and risk prediction  

Does the solution let you define threat scenarios that are custom to your 
environment (such as the detection of unauthorized employee)

 integrate real time intelligence feeds both from commercials and 
proprietary sources? 
Can the solution detect malicious activity (i.e hackers infiltrating clo
using compromised credentials?) 
Does the solution asset risks based on anomalous user and application 
Does the solution provide insight into cloud activities across all cloud services? 

SLA and Response Time  

Does the solution automatically generate incident tickets to ensure that all risk 
events are tracked? 
Does the solution provide built-in capabilities to manually and automatically 
remediate incidents? 
Does the solution easily integrate with other security enterprise

Contact our Expert Team connect@btocloud.fr

The Expert team 

before selecting a solution to 

Does the Cloud solution let you define all security configurations for a specific cloud 

In the event of change in your cloud service configuration, does the solution reset 

Does the solution require the deployment of any hardware, software or agents 

custom to your 
horized employee)? 

both from commercials and 

Can the solution detect malicious activity (i.e hackers infiltrating cloud services by 

Does the solution asset risks based on anomalous user and application behavior? 
de insight into cloud activities across all cloud services?  

to ensure that all risk 

in capabilities to manually and automatically 

enterprise applications? 

connect@btocloud.fr 


